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JCM Global, Churchill Downs Incorporated Expand Relationship
at new Turfway Park Racing & Gaming
LAS VEGAS (October 31, 2022) – JCM Global® (JCM) and Churchill Downs Incorporated (CDI) have again
expanded their long-term relationship. JCM has provided its award-winning ICB® Intelligent Cash Box system to
CDI’s recently opened live and historical horse racing entertainment venue, Turfway Park Racing & Gaming in
Florence, Kentucky.
This is the third CDI property to open recently with the ICB system. In 2020, JCM supported CDI with two openings
in Kentucky using JCM’s technologies: Oak Grove Racing, Gaming & Hotel and Newport Racing & Gaming.
”This expanded partnership with JCM Global ensures that our guests at Turfway Park Racing & Gaming will
receive the same quality wagering experience with each transaction as our other successful gaming properties in
Kentucky,” said Duncan McConnell, Sr. Director of Gaming Strategy for CDI.
“At JCM, we have enjoyed our long-term relationship with Churchill Downs Incorporated, and we are very pleased
to continue to play a role in their technology strategy. Our solutions will help position Turfway Park Racing &
Gaming for success today and into the future,” said JCM SVP of Sales, Marketing & Operations Dave Kubajak
This is the second U.S. property this month to open with JCM’s ICB system. By eliminating multiple points of
human error, ICB reduces variances, increases compliance, and streamlines the entire drop process.
Join JCM on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is a world leader in transaction and payment technologies. From its global network of offices, the
company provides award-winning solutions such as bill validators, note recyclers, printers, systems solutions, and
more. Since 1955, its spirit of innovation has resulted in ground-breaking products and components have earned
multiple patents and set worldwide standards. JCM is trusted by operators and suppliers in the banking, gaming,
kiosk, retail, transportation, and vending industries. Please visit www.jcmglobal.com for more information.
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